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Abstract
The realization of market transactions often depends on decisions in groups in which members
are anonymous and cannot communicate, but have interrelated outcomes. In a comprehensive
study, we investigated the interaction of group effects, strategic effects and endowment effects in
different group situations. We show that groups display an endowment effects for uncertain
goods which is reduced by about 50% compared to the endowment effect in individuals in corresponding situations. In group situations with additional strategic incentives to overprice the endowment effect completely diminished. The strategic effects and group effects on pricing in
group situations cannot be found for participants’ personal valuations of the good, whereas the
endowment effect for personal valuations prevailed in both group conditions. This indicates that
the endowment effect might be more fundamental than group effects and strategic effects. A paramorphic model for pricing in strategic group situations is suggested and practical implications
are discussed.
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Introduction
Imagine a situation in which three persons own still unused technical patents and a pharmaceutical company suspects that the combination of these three patents could potentially lead to the
development of an efficient medicine against a specific form of cancer. The company would certainly want to license the patents from the owners. Such a transaction would need an agreement
of all owners to sell their patents at the bidding of the company. Whether this transaction takes
place or not will depend on several factors. f crucial importance will be, of course, the valuation
of the patents (i.e., expected profit) by the company as well as the valuation of the patents by the
owners. Both valuations are highly uncertain because no specific probability is known whether
the medicine that might emerge will be successful. Also, the validity and enforceability of patents is often difficult to determine ex ante (Lemley & Shapiro, 2005). However, considering that
people are not completely rational, valuations based on expectations might not be the only influences that matter. According to classic findings on endowment effects, it is reasonable to assume
that owners have a (perhaps irrationally) increased valuation of their patents as measured by
pricing decisions caused by the simple fact that they own them (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler,
1990, 1991).
Note, however, that the situation described above differs in some important ways from classic
endowment studies, in which subjects are usually asked to buy (e.g., the company) or sell (e.g.,
the patent owner) objects by individual decision making. Here, the first major contrast is that the
owners, although they might not know each other, act in a virtual group (see minimal group
paradigm; Tajfel, 1970; Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament, 1971) and their personal payoffs partially depend on the reactions of the other owners. Second, owners might also be aware that their
own choices influence possible transactions and payments for the other owners and hence might
harm them. Third, owners might act strategically to maximize their profit by asking for a price
that exceeds their actual personal valuation of the patent. They may try to skim their share of the
expected profit the pharmaceutical company might earn with the medicine. Hence it seems likely
that endowment effects (i.e., increased valuation due to ownership), group effects (i.e., taking
into account consequences for other group members), and strategic effects (i.e., overpricing due
to individual incentives)1 all influence the owners’ pricing decisions while also affecting the likelihood of transactions; and thus benefits to society. Patent holders’ strategic overpricing or increased valuation by the endowment effect might result in severe social welfare losses: A bundle
of licenses will not be united in one hand so that crucial innovations will be harmed in the long
run. An efficient cancer medicine might not be developed, since the company cannot afford to
buy the necessary, but overpriced patents. Additionally, an immediate welfare loss results from
the patents not being transferred to the party which actually values them most (Coase, 1960; for
broad overviews, see Cooter & Ulen, 2004; Sunstein, 2000).
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Group effects and strategic effects are often related. In our study, however, we manipulate both independently.
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In this paper, we investigate the influence of group and strategic effects on the pricing of goods
with uncertain payoffs (i.e., lottery tickets with unknown odds) with a special focus on how these
effects influence the size of the endowment effect. A paramorphic model for the different influences on pricing is developed and tested.

Endowment Effect: Findings and Explanations
The endowment effect refers to the phenomenon that the minimum price at which a person
agrees to sell a good (willingness to accept, WTA) exceeds her willingness to pay (WTP, the
maximum price at which she agrees to buy it) for the same good (Kahneman et al., 1990, 1991).
For pragmatic reasons (i.e., in avoiding that persons pay for goods from their own possibly limited money), in experimental studies the price at which a person is indifferent between a certain
monetary value and the good (choosing value, CV) is often used to measure endowment effects
(e.g., Johnson, Häubl, & Keinan, 2007). We also measure endowment effects by comparing subjects’ CV and WTA.
Endowment effects seem to exist for a variety of objects, ranging from simple consumer goods
(like mugs, pens, chocolate bars; e.g., Brown, 2005; Johnson, Häubl, & Keinan, 2007; Nayakankuppam & Mishra, 2005) to objects with risky or even uncertain outcomes such as lottery
tickets (e.g., Cook & Wu, 2001; Eisenberger & Weber, 1995; Harless, 1989; Inder & O'Brien,
2003; Knetsch & Sinden, 1984; Peters, Slovic, & Gregory, 2003; van de Ven, Zeelenberg, & van
Dijk, 2005; van Dijk & van Knippenberg, 1996). The observed pricing pattern (i.e., higher WTA
than CV than WTP) for these objects is usually the same, except for differences in magnitude
(for an overview see Horowitz & McConnell, 2002). Nevertheless, coming back to our introductory example, no studies are available that directly investigate the endowment effects for patents.
Note, however, that patents share one crucial feature with lottery tickets: the value of both is
usually highly uncertain.2 Therefore, in analogy, endowment effects for patents might be caused
by similar cognitive mechanisms such as anticipated regret (see below).

Explanations for endowment effects
Several theories attempt to explain the endowment effect (for an overview, see Korobkin, 2003).
Based on prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), it has been argued that endowment effects result from the fact that losses loom larger than gains. Selling a good can be considered
losing it. This loss must be compensated by a higher amount of money than the amount the person would be willing to invest in buying the good (“to gain it”). If the pricing decision is made
under uncertainty, for instance by selling a lottery ticket or a patent, this effect might be fostered
by the feeling of anticipated regret concerning foregone advantageous outcomes (Loomes &
Sugden, 1982). In line with this explanation, it was shown that the WTA is predominantly
2
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guided by anticipated negative feelings (such as regret), while anticipated positive feelings direct
the WTP (Peters et al., 2003).
Along a different line of thought, query theory (Johnson et al., 2007) proposes that endowment
effects result from differences in memory-retrieval processes being induced by the endowment
state. According to this theory, the endowment state (i.e., whether a person owns a good or not)
changes the way persons think about a possible trade. Decision makers decompose the question
of how much money they are willing to buy or to sell a good for into a series of memory queries
such as (1) “Why should I make the trade?” and (2) “Why should I not make the trade?”. The
former question retrieves value-decreasing aspects concerning the good arguing for the trade,
while the latter retrieves value-increasing arguments suggesting not to trade. According to query
theory, memory queries are ordered such that aspects speaking for the status quo are processed
first, assigning larger weight to them in the process of value construction.
Finally, the more general parallel constraint satisfaction approach argues that pricing in market
transactions is dependent on persons’ mental representation of the situation and is particularly
influenced by automatic bidirectional reasoning processes (Glöckner & Betsch, 2008; Glöckner,
Tontrup, & Kleber, submitted; see also Holyoak & Simon, 1999; Simon, Krawczyk, & Holyoak,
2004). It is postulated that decision makers construct mental representations of decision problems and try to find the best and most consistent interpretation under parallel consideration of the
pros and cons (i.e., constraints). The endowment state can influence people’s construction of
mental representation in different ways. Specifically, it has been argued that owners give more
attention to the option they own. This leads to a stronger activation of this option compared to
the alternative(s). Activation spreads from this option to related aspects. It increases the activation of supporting (positive) aspects and decreases the activation of contrary (negative) aspects.
The resulting changes in the perception of positive and negative aspects (i.e., information distortions in the mental representation) cause endowment effects. It is assumed that further factors
such as query order, regret, and loss aversion influence the construction of the mental representation as well. Hence, the parallel constraint satisfaction approach provides a very general framework to account for the different factors potentially causing endowment effects and their interplay.

Endowment effects in groups
Although the relative importance of the factors causing endowment effects is controversially debated, the effect in individuals can be considered a well-explored phenomenon. However, only
little evidence concerning the prevalence and the size of endowment effects in group situations
exists. In an early study using hypothetical goods, Carnevale (1995) extended the endowment
effect to group-owned property in that two friends answered pricing questions together. In addition, this study examined the impact of cultural values (i.e., collectivism vs. individualism) on
endowment effects. Carnevale found a group endowment effect for people with collectivist cultural values and not for individualists; whereas the endowment effect in individuals only occurred for individualists and not for collectivists. Independent of cultural values, the endowment
4

effect was slightly higher in individuals than in groups. Unfortunately the author does not provide information as to whether the difference reached conventional significance levels. In a different study, Galin et al. (2006) investigated the effect of group negotiations on endowment effects, showing that negotiations within the group even increased the endowment effect. Nevertheless, no studies exist which investigate the endowment effect in group situations where subjects have to make separate pricing decisions that might influence other group members’ outcome. Hence, from the scarce research on endowment effects in groups, no clear hypotheses can
be derived for situations of group interaction such as the patent problem described in the introduction.
Evidence from general group research suggests that groups sometimes behave more rationally
compared to individuals (for a critical overview, see Allen & Hecht, 2004; Kerr, MacCoun, &
Kramer, 1996; Kerr & Tindale, 2004). This could lead to smaller endowment effects in groups.
However, findings concerning the “rationality of groups”-hypothesis are rather inconsistent.
While some studies show an increase of rationality in groups (e.g., Bornstein & Yaniv, 1998;
Kocher & Sutter, 2005), others have observed no differences (e.g., Fiegenbaum & Thomas,
1988; Rockenbach, Sadrieh, & Mathauschek, 2007; Sutter, 2007). Other studies even found the
opposite effect in that individuals behave more rationally than groups (e.g., Cox & Hayne, 2006;
Paese, Bieser, & Tubbs, 1993). Neither of these studies analyse the endowment effect, and their
findings do not readily translate to our current framework. Therefore, no clear predictions concerning the size of the endowment effect in groups can be derived from general group research.

Potential factors influencing the size of endowment effects in groups
Due to this lack of empirical evidence, we derive predictions based on theoretical grounds. Considering the different factors that have been suggested as causes for the endowment effect, we
expect that in groups the effect will be smaller than in individuals. The group situation should
induce a different way to think about the decision situation which might a) reduce regret, b)
change the order of memory queries, c) activate additional pro-social goals, and d) lead to a more
objective mental representation of the trading/pricing decision. Concerning the first issue, the
group situation could lead to reduced perceived responsibility (cf. Darley & Latane, 1968) and,
in turn, to reduced anticipated regret (Zeelenberg, van Dijk, & Manstead, 1998). Persons in a
group might feel less anticipated regret because they are not the only ones to risk missing a very
advantageous pay-off. According to the anticipated regret explanation, this should reduce endowment effects. Furthermore, the group situation could induce a less strict order of memory
queries. Persons might start thinking about the consequences of the group situation first instead
of thinking about the status quo. According to the explanation given by the query theory, this
should reduce the endowment effect as well. Also, the group situation could activate (consciously or unconsciously) pro-social goals, such as not to harm others through overpricing
(Charness & Jackson, 2007; see also Frey & Meier, 2004). More generally, the group situation
might induce people to think more broadly about the decision and might enhance their proclivity
5

to include the other person’s perspective into their individual considerations. This could lead to a
less self-centered and thus more objective mental representation of the situation and to a more
similar activation of the different options. According to the parallel constraint satisfaction approach, this should reduce endowment effects as well.
It is not immediately clear whether the effectiveness of an added incentive to strategically overprice should depend on the endowment state in the group setting. In principal, the added incentive could influence the price independent of people’s valuation (hence, neutralizing the endowment effect), or it could lead to proportional increases in all pricing decisions; thus leaving the
size of the endowment effect unchanged. For uncertain goods such as patents and lottery tickets,
in which personal valuation is likely to be vague, we assume that strategic incentives have a high
impact on pricing decisions (cf. anchoring effects; Whyte & Sebenius, 1997). Hence, we start with
the expectation that strategic incentive effects will prevail and will abolish the endowment effect.

A Formalized Model for Pricing in Group Situations
In this section, we develop a formal model of the relationship between the different components
expected to influence pricing in group situations with strategic incentives. Let us denote CVI
(choosing value) as the amount of money which makes a person indifferent if she has to choose
between the money and a good (e.g., in a non-endowment condition). The minimum price an
endowed person (individual, I) is willing to accept for selling the good WTAI can be written as:
WTAI = CVI + E ,

(1)

with E indicating the individual endowment effect of the person for the good. According to the
findings reported above it can be assumed that E>0. In a group situation as described in the introduction, additional group effects G and effects of a strategic price S have to be considered.
In the endowment condition, in a group situation without strategic incentives (GnoS) an individual’s willingness to accept WTAGnoS results from
WTAGnoS = CVI + EG
.

(2)

As discussed above, we expect that the group situation should reduce the endowment effect, resulting in 0<G<1. In a non-endowment condition, the choosing value in the same group situation
CVGnoS should not be influenced by the group effect G because no endowment effect exists (i.e.,
E=0):
CVGnoS = CVI .

(3)

In a group situation in which persons have the possibility to earn more money by overpricing
(group with strategic incentive, GS), persons might be tempted to use this opportunity. The additional strategic incentive to overprice might either influence persons to add a specific value both
to CV and WTA (i.e., add-on effect) or in that the strategic effect might completely determine
6

the price; undermining endowment effects. For goods of highly uncertain value, we assume the
latter (see above). Consequently, in a group situation with strategic incentives the individual’s
willingness to accept WTAGS should be equal to the choosing value in the same group situation
CVGS because both merely reflect the strategic price S:
WTAGS = CVGS = S .

(4)

In the study reported below, we tested specific hypotheses underlying this (paramorphic) model
for pricing in group situations by independently manipulating endowment state and group situations. We used a standard individual endowment paradigm as control condition and compared it
with two group conditions (with and without an incentive to overprice).

Hypotheses
Based on the theoretical arguments and the resulting paramorphic model presented in the previous section, we expect that individuals’ pricing will be influenced by both a mere effect of deciding in an anonymous group and by adding a strategic incentive to overprice. We expected a reduction of the endowment effect in the group condition for the different reasons discussed above
(H1). It might, for instance, induce thinking about the different lottery tickets from a less personal and hence more objective perspective. For the group condition with additional strategic
incentive, we expect persons to be selfish and to indicate a price that does not reflect their valuation but was driven by the strategic price (i.e., S) given in the endowment condition as well as in
the non-endowment condition. Hence, the endowment effect should disappear for persons pricing the lottery ticket (H2). In contrast, we expected no effect of both the group and the incentive
manipulation on the real personal valuation of the lottery ticket (i.e., valuation without considering the group situation) indicating that group effects and incentive effects only influence persons’ transaction pricing, but do not change their real valuation of the object (H3).

Method
Participants and design. One hundred and eighteen volunteers (79 female, mean age: 24.8 years)
participated in the experiment and were rewarded with a show-up fee of 12 Euros per hour. Depending on their responses, they could receive an additional amount of money between 0.25
Euro and 10 Euros or 25 Euros if they drew a winning lottery ticket. We used a 2 (endowment
state) x 3 (group situation) between-subjects design that varied the endowment state across three
levels of group condition (details see below): a control condition in which participants decided
alone (single condition); a group situation in which three participants who did not know each
other’s identity interactively determined the outcome (basic group condition); finally a strategic
group situation, in which we implemented an additional strategic incentive for participants to
overprice the lottery ticket (group+incentive condition). The experiment was run in sessions of 6
to 12 persons. In the two group conditions, three participants with the same endowment state
7

were randomly assigned to each of the groups. In all four group conditions members could not
identify one another and were not able to communicate. Participants were recruited from the
Max Planck subjects pool in Bonn using the Orsee system (Greiner, 2004).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the six conditions and then informed about the
lottery (i.e., a transparent urn with lottery tickets) from which they could possibly draw a ticket.
To induce uncertainty about the expected value of the lottery, participants were informed about
the number of winning tickets in the urn (i.e., 10) with a value of 25 Euros, but they did not receive exact information about the blanks. They could, however, get a rough estimation of the
winning probability by looking at the transparent urn which allowed an estimation of the total
number of tickets. Hence, participants could roughly estimate, but not calculate exactly, the expected utility of the lottery. The actual number of non-winning tickets was 40, so the expected
value over all tickets in the lottery was 5 Euros.
Procedure. Figure 1 gives a brief overview of the general procedure. The experiment started
with a manipulation of the endowment state in that half of the participants drew a closed lottery
ticket and the other half did not. Participants were then randomly assigned to one of the three
group conditions giving them different instructions concerning the market rules for trading the
lottery tickets. They were asked to make binding price decisions for trading the lottery tickets
using a Becker, DeGroot and Marschak mechanism (1964, details see below). Additionally, participants indicated their personal valuation of the ticket and their expectations how other group
members (or, in the single condition, other participants) would price the tickets. The personal
valuation aimed at measuring individuals’ pricing in the absence of group effects and strategic
effects. Finally, the real market transactions were implemented, and participants answered control questions to guarantee their understanding of the procedure. Participants who kept (or received) a lottery ticket opened it. 25 Euros were added to the payment of the winning subjects,
while the others received no additional payment. Participants who sold the lottery ticket (or received the money) were paid for trading the lottery tickets in accordance with the market rules.
Figure 1. Overview of Procedure

Time
Endowment
manipulation:
endowment vs.
nonendowment

Group
manipulation:
Single vs.
Group vs.
Group+Incent.

BDM pricing:
binding decision for all
possible offer
prices

Personal valuation, expected
pricing of others,
control questions

Offer price
drawn and
transaction implemented

In the endowment conditions, every participant took one lottery ticket with the request not to
open it, whereas in contrast in the non-endowment conditions the lottery tickets were only
shown, but not given to the participants. In the endowment conditions participants had the opportunity to sell or keep their ticket, while in the non-endowment conditions they were asked to
choose between an amount of money and the lottery ticket.
8

In the single condition, participants sold their lottery ticket (endowed) or received a lottery ticket
(not endowed) if they personally accepted an external price offer (for details, see below). Group
conditions (basic group and group+incentive) were subject to different market rules for trading
lottery tickets. In both group conditions, participants played together with two other anonymous
individuals subject to the same market rules. In the basic group condition, the situation was constructed so that persons had no strategic incentive to overprice. The offer price was compared to
the highest of the three prices requested by all members of the group. If all group members
agreed to accept the offer to sell their ticket (or, in the non-endowment condition, chose the
money) at the amount which was offered, the group transaction took place. Otherwise, all kept
their lottery ticket (or, in the non-endowment condition, got the lottery ticket). Note that, under
such conditions, overpricing is irrational because all group members receive the same offered
price and not a possibly increased price they could request otherwise. In the group+incentive
condition, this was different. The group received a total price offer for all three lottery tickets
combined. If the offer was equal to or higher than the sum of the prices requested by the three
persons, the transaction took place and each person received the money she requested. Otherwise, all persons kept (or, in the non-endowment condition, received) the lottery ticket. In this
group+incentive condition, persons had a strategic incentive to overprice because each person
could maximize her individual profit by stating a price higher than their real valuation (i.e., defecting). This was individually beneficial if the overall price was still higher than the sum of the
requested prices. Then the participant received a selling price for the ticket higher than his or her
real valuation was. Therefore for any price above their personal valuation participants were facing a trade-off between increasing the probability of their team selling (receiving) the ticket and
extracting a lot of money from the transaction in case it took place. On the other hand, if subjects
overpriced, the transaction could fail, leading to losses (or foregone wins) even though the sum
of their true valuations was actually lower than the offer price (cf. prisoner’s dilemma situation).
We used a modified version of a BDM (Becker et al., 1964) mechanism to elicit preferences.
Persons a priori determined their decisions for all possible offer prices. Later on, the actual offer
price was randomly drawn. In the single condition, we used the standard BDM procedure, in
which participants made binding decisions for all monetary values from 0.25 Euro to 10 Euros in
steps of 25 Cent to sell or keep the ticket (endowment condition) or to choose the money over
the ticket or the ticket over the money (non-endowment condition). In the basic group condition,
essentially the same procedure was used except that the offer price was compared to all three
individual decisions for this offer price. If all members of the group indicated to sell their ticket
(vs., in the non-endowment condition, preferred the money over the ticket) for this price, all of
them got the drawn offer price and the transactions took place. Otherwise, if at least one member
of the group was not willing to trade for the given price (vs., in the non-endowment condition,
preferred the ticket over the money), all three members had to keep their ticket (vs., in the nonendowment condition, got a lottery ticket). In the group+incentive condition, an overall offer
price for the group was drawn from all possible prices that could result from summing individuals’ prices (i.e., 0.75 Euro to 30 Euros). In this condition, the lowest prices for which the group
members wanted to sell their ticket (vs., in the non-endowment condition, they preferred to take
9

the money instead of the ticket) were determined and the sum of these prices was compared to
the total offer price. If the sum was below or equal to this offer price, each of them received their
minimum accepted price (vs., in the non-endowment condition, the lowest amount of money for
which they preferred to take the money instead of the ticket). Otherwise, all three kept the lottery
ticket (vs., in the non-endowment condition, received a lottery ticket).

Results
We tested whether participants understood the instructions by analyzing their answers to the control questions. The results revealed that 21 of the participants answered at least one of the questions incompletely. These participants were excluded from our analyses.3
In line with H1, which states that the endowment effect for BDM prices (endowment condition:
WTA, non-endowment condition: CV) should be smaller for anonymous group situations, we
observed an interaction for endowment state with group condition (Figure 2, left). A strong endowment effect was observed for the single condition, whereas the effect was smaller in the basic group condition and disappeared completely in the group+incentive condition. To test our
first hypothesis statistically, we conducted a regression of predicting price (WTAI / CVI) on endowment state, our manipulation of group situations (i.e., dummy codes for basic group and
group+incentive), and their interaction (Table 1, column 1). The interaction between (basic)
group and endowment state turned out to be significant supporting H1.
A t-test revealed that the endowment effect was still significant in the basic group condition,
even though reduced, t(29)=1.74, p=.046, d=0.65 (one-tailed). In line with H2, however, the effect disappeared in the group+incentive condition, t(28)=0.27, p=.39, d=0.10 (one-tailed, see also
the strong interaction effect of endowment and group+incentive in Table 1). In the regression,
we also found the expected additional main effect for the group+incentive condition (i.e., significant group+incentive dummy), indicating that the strategic incentive led to an overall increase in
pricing (i.e., general overpricing).
Our third hypothesis stated that, in contrast to the findings for BDM pricing, the manipulations
of group and strategic incentives should have no effect on personal valuations of the lottery
ticket. The personal valuation was measured using an open answering format (i.e., indicating a
price), which produced four extreme outliers (M+/-3SE) that were excluded from the analysis.
We found again a strong endowment effect, but in line with H3, this effect did not differ between
the group conditions (Figure 2, right). To test H3 statistically, we regressed the personal valuation on endowment state, dummy variables for group situations and their interaction (Table 1,
column 2). As we predicted, the main effect for both group condition dummies as well as their
interactions with endowment state were far from significant.

3

The number of excluded participants did not differ between conditions, χ²(5)=5.95, p=.31
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Table 1: Overall regression table of dependent variables
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

BDM price

Personal

Difference

Expectation

Valuation
Endowment

2.918

***

3.298

***

Price others
-0.971

2.582***

(1=yes, 0=no)

(4.27)

(3.54)

(-1.16)

(3.60)

(Basic) Group

0.364

0.417

-0.0533

-0.158

(1=yes, 0=no)

(0.66)

(0.81)

(-0.09)

(-0.28)

Group+Incentive

1.911**

0.826

1.083

1.094*

(1=yes, 0=no)

(3.07)

(1.22)

(1.58)

(2.32)

Endowment*Group

-1.914*

0.0745

-1.398

-1.572

(-2.15)

(0.06)

(-1.18)

(-1.68)

Endowment*

-2.749**

0.189

-2.346*

-1.420

Group+Incentive

(-2.98)

(0.16)

(-2.01)

(-1.51)

Constant

4.069***

3.319***

0.750*

4.444***

(10.79)

(10.28)

(2.39)

(13.01)

97

93

93

96

0.218

0.316

0.180

0.209

Observations
Adjusted R

2

Note. Values refer to unstandardized regression weights. The t statistics are given in parentheses.
Significance levels are indicated by * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.
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Figure 2. BDM price and personal valuation by endowment state and group condition. Error bars
indicate SEs.

Personal Valuation

3

4

4

5

BDM-Price in Euro
6

7

Personal valuation in Euro
5
6
7

8

8

BDM-Price

no

Endowment
Single
Group
Group+Incentive

yes

no

Endowment

yes

Single
Group
Group+Incentive

To further analyze the different effects of our manipulation on price, we calculated a difference
score subtracting personal valuation from the BDM price. Positive values indicate strategic overpricing whereas negative values indicate underpricing. The difference score was regressed on our
manipulated factors (Table 1, column 3). The interaction between group+incentive condition and
endowment state turned out to be significant. This indicates large differences between BDM
pricing and personal valuations in the group+incentive condition (Figure 3, left), whereas in the
single condition, almost no deviations were observed. In the group+incentive condition, participants set prices below their own personal valuations when endowed, but overpriced when not
endowed.
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Figure 3. Difference BDM price and valuation and expected pricing of others by endowment state
and group condition. Error bars indicate SEs.

8

Expected BDM-Price Others

4

-2

-1

Difference in Euro
0
1

Expected BDM-Price Others in Euro
5
6
7

2

3

Difference BDM-Price and Valuation

no

Endowment
Single
Group
Group+Incentive

yes

no

Endowment

yes

Single
Group
Group+Incentive

For a deeper exploratory analysis of the processes underlying BDM pricing, we investigated participants’ beliefs of other people’s BDM pricing, regressing it on our manipulated factors (Table
1, column 4). We observed a main effect for endowment state and group+incentive condition,
indicating that persons anticipate strategic as well as endowment-based overpricing. Although
the two interactions did not reach conventional significance levels, they tend to be in the same
directions as the interactions for BDM pricing (cf. Table 1, column 1). This might indicate that
persons (perhaps implicitly) generalize from their own price to their expectation of others’ pricing decisions; suggesting a false-consensus effect (Ross, Greene, & House, 1977). Interestingly,
the correlation between BDM prices and beliefs about others’ pricing decisions (r=.55, p<.001)
and the correlation between personal valuation and beliefs (r=.64, p<.001) were both highly significant, with the latter being slightly stronger. Hence, it seems that persons form their beliefs by
generalizing not only from their personal valuation, but also in addition, seem to take into account the group and strategic factors that influence their own BDM pricing.
Overall, the data fit nicely to the (paramorphic) model concerning pricing in strategic group
situations, proposed in equations 1 to 4. The prediction of the model for BDM pricing using the
best estimates for the variables CV, E, S, and G is presented in Figure 4. The predicted pattern
nicely matches the observed date (Figure 2, left).
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Figure 4. Predictions of the model for pricing in strategic group situations. The relative size of the
variables is based on fitting to the observed data (CVI=4.27 Euros, E=2.92 Euros, S=6.13 Euros
and G=0.48).
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Rationality Analysis
The true expected value of the lottery ticket was 5 Euros. Participants did not know this expected
value, but they could generate an informed guess based on their estimation of the number of nonwinning lottery tickets in the transparent urn (see above). Hence, for risk-neutral people it would
have been rational to select this price as WTA or CV. Due to the fact that most persons are riskaverse, whereas only a negligible proportion is risk-seeking (Holt & Laury, 2002), the prices indicated by subjects should even be lower. In contrast to this prediction, we only observed average prices below this 5-Euro benchmark in the non-endowment conditions for individuals and
groups without incentives (Figure 2, left). In all other conditions, we found overpricing with respect to our rationality prediction. Overpricing is strongest in the individual condition with endowment. A one sample t-test against the expected value (i.e., 5 Euros) reveals a significant
overpricing effect, t(19)=3.51, p=.002, d=0.37 (two-tailed). In the group+incentive condition,
pricing significantly above 5 Euros was also found; irrespective of the endowment state (endowment: t(14)=3.06, p=.009, d=0.44, two-tailed; non-endowment: t(13)=2.25, p=.042, d=0.35,
two-tailed). For endowed participants in the basic group condition, we also observed a tendency
towards irrational overpricing that was, however, not significantly higher than 5 Euros,
t(15)=1.07, p=.303, d=0.14 (two-tailed). Hence, mainly non-endowed subjects and groups without strategic incentives seem to behave rationally with respect to the expected value of the lottery
ticket.
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Discussion
In the current study, we investigated endowment effects in group situations with and without
strategic incentives. On theoretical grounds, we first developed a paramorphic model for pricing
in such situations which takes into account endowment effects, group effects, and strategic effects. The model is based on the assumption that endowment effects for goods with uncertain
value are reduced in group situations as compared to individual situations and that endowment
effects disappear if strategic incentives to overprice exist. Both assumptions were supported by
the data. In our study, the mere group effect reduced the endowment effect by about 50% compared to the individual situation. Furthermore, we found that participants’ personal valuation of
the good was influenced by the endowment effect, but not by the strategic and the group effect.
This might indicate that endowment effects are more fundamental and are only modified later on
by group effects and strategic effects. Finally, our findings might indicate that persons’ beliefs
concerning the pricing decisions of the other group members were driven by both their own personal valuation of the tickets but also by anticipating group and strategic effects.

Practical Implications
Compared to the expected value of the lottery ticket, the results show a general tendency to
overprice due to both endowment effects and strategic effects. For the transaction described in
our introductory example and similar market situations, this suggests welfare losses for society.
The resulting regulatory problem is intricate. Strategic incentives lead to overpricing, but they
seem at least to reduce the endowment effect. Thus, solely eliminating the strategic incentives
would strengthen the impact of the endowment effect in group situations, which would again
lead to overpricing – only for different reasons. Therefore, it is not sufficient to design transaction rules that eliminate strategic incentives to overprice, but intervention needs to additionally
target the endowment effect. One possibility might be to use a specific query order instruction as
suggested by Johnson et al. (2007; see also Glöckner et al., submitted). The influence of the endowment effect on their trading decision might be explained to the patent owners by instructing
them to think thoroughly about the advantages of a transaction. Nevertheless, one has to be
aware that these instructions will have an impact on the distribution of the gains from trade between owners and buyers (e.g., it might weaken the sellers’ position in the negotiation). Thus any
intervention has to take aspects of distributional fairness into account.

Limitations
The model we suggested does not aim to describe processes. It was designed to capture the relative influence of different factors in strategic group situations. Further research will be necessary
to explore its’ parameters, their stability, and of course also the underlying processes in more
detail.
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Recent findings from our group indicate, for instance, that the overall pattern of results might
depend on the nature of the good that is traded. In a study using goods with real values (i.e., coffee mugs) we observed pricing decisions more in line with “add-on effects” (Tontrup, Bechtold,
& Glöckner, in preparation): participants did not move their WTA/CV to the strategic price, but
seemed to add a strategic premium to their personal valuation of the good. This difference might
be explained by the different reasons for the emergence of endowment effects in traditional
goods (i.e., coffee mugs) and uncertain goods (i.e., lottery tickets and patents).
Furthermore, in our experiment persons interacted in virtual groups, under strict anonymity and
without being able to communicate. Considering the study by Galin et al. (2006), which concludes that discussion in groups increases endowment effects, our model could be extended or
modified for group situations with direct interaction.
As we aimed to illustrate in the introductory example, efficient transactions in group situations
with strategic incentives are of high importance for society. In this paper, we provide results that
allow a more differentiated view on the interaction of overpricing incentives, group effects, and
endowment effects in bargaining situations, which might help to reduce welfare losses for society.
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